
Amos Speaks 

Working with Minority 
Males 
Designed to increase the level of 
cultural awareness and 
competence in dealing with 
these young men in the 
classroom in order to improve 
their academic/behavioral 
performance. 
 

Addressing Persistent 
Misbehavior in the 
Classroom 
It has been suggested that as 
much as 60% of discipline 
problems in a school are related 
to persistent misbehavior. Learn 
how to re-direct student 
resistance and gain longer 
periods of student compliance. 
 

Not in Kansas Anymore: 
Managing Students Prone 
to Aggression and Violence 
Empowers staff confidence in 
dealing with explosive situations. 

Understanding the Bullying 
Paradigm and Other Peer 
Related Problems 
Designed to equip staff in 
comprehensively reducing issues 
of harassment, he/said she/said 
problems and male/female 
relationship concerns as well. 

Equipping and encouraging 

adults to do the same with 

the next generation. 

Amos Speaks 

105 Village Road 

Hot Springs, Arkansas 71913 

Phone: 501-701-9920 

Alt. Phone: 501-525-0322 

amosspeaks@yahoo.com 

Effective Student Management for 
Urban Educators... the Series 
Do colleges adequately prep teachers for 
what awaits them behind the classroom 
door? Are individuals coming into the 
teaching field from other walks of life 
“ready” to manage an urban classroom? 
Gain exposure to five research-based 
management techniques that are sure to 
prepare any teacher to take on the urban 
classroom. 
 

Amos is available for: 
 
 In-School Assemblies  
 Graduations 
 Summer Camps/Retreats 
 Academic/Athletic Banquets 
 Character Education 
 FCA 
 Programs for Faculty & Parents 
 Abstinence Education 

Elementary, Junior High  
and High School Staff  

Training Days 



REAL TALK SERIES 
 
1. Real talk about Choices 
(Drug & Alcohol Prevention/ Choices 
keynote or workshop) 
Amos’ most requested topic is one that 
your students will think about for a long 
time! As a former track and Field 
athlete Amos shares with students the 
thrill of reaching your dreams and the 
sheer pain of destroying them as a 
result of making poor choices and 
following the wrong crowd, A must for 
every student in your building. 
 

2. Real Talk about Habits of 
Character Driven Students 
(Character, Choices, Excellence./
Keynote or workshop) 
Amos gives students the straight and 
simple truth about being a student of 
character in and out of the classroom. 
Using examples from his own life Amos 
challenges students that you get 
respect by giving it! 
 

3. Real talk About Leadership 
(Workshop/break-out session) 
During this interactive, high energy 
session your student leaders will learn 
how to communicate like a leader, look 
like a leader and most importantly act 
like a leader. 

 

Top 10 Reasons to bring Amos 
Gray to your Campus 
1. He’s energizing, entertaining but he 

packs it all with practical Research 
based information!! 

2. He knows how it feels to REALLY 
MESS UP in life ( REALLY MESS UP) 
but yet get back up and move 
forward  

3. He also knows how to help a 
person GET BACK UP after they’ve 
messed up pretty bad!  

4. He’s the EASIEST speaker that you 
will EVER work with!  

5. Amos has been in your shoes! He 
understands the importance and 
pressure of bringing in the right 
speaker for your students.  

6. Amos will make YOU LOOK GREAT!! 
Your students will THANK YOU for 
bringing in someone who kept 
them laughing while learning 
valuable tools for  SUCCESS!  

7. His presentations address issues 
that affect today’s  students. Amos 
spends a great deal of time talking 
with students but more importantly 
he spends time LISTENING to them!  

8. Amos understands budgets and the 
hassle of invoices, receipts etc. 
When you book Amos you have 
only one check to write. Amos’s 
travel and expenses are included in 
his fees. (excludes lodging). Your 
accounting department will love it!  

9. Amos is a walking buffet. He not 
only gives incredible keynotes, his 
workshops Are fascinating, funny, 
interactive and most importantly 
your students will be challenged 
and encouraged!  

10. Amos will be AVAILABLE!  

 

4. Real Talk about How to 
Performing like a Champion on 
and off the field! 
(Athletes, Coaches) 
Today’s young athletes are bombarded 
with an array of issues ranging from 
performance expectations, negative peer 
pressure and the trials of growing up. As a 
former athlete, Amos has been where 
your students are today as well as where 
some of them would like to be in the 
future. He knows the importance of 
having your head in the right place and 
the sting of disappointment as a result of 
poor choices. This presentation is one 
that every athlete in your building needs 
to hear! 
 

5.  Real talk about What Teens 
wishes Parents Knew about Teens 
(Parents/PTA/Parent Groups) 
This presentation is having an incredible 
impact on the way that teenagers and 
parents are communicating around the 
nation!  
 

6. Real Talk on Taking care of 
YOU!! 
(Great for In-Service/Teachers/Faculty/
Administration) 
Principals are now having to think like 
CEO’s and teachers are being required to 
do more with less while still keeping their 
sanity. During this presentation Amos 
doesn’t discuss budget cuts, curriculum or 
school policy. He only talks about you and 
taking care of YOU! This presentation is 
Upbeat, Motivating and Inspiring! Do your 
faculty a favor and bring Amos in to Re-
energize and Re-charge your staff! 


